PLAYBOOK

Supporting you in being
the unique and amazing you!
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Hello beautiful,
I am so excited for you! You have begun taking the steps to explore and get to know
yourself in a deeper way. I know from personal experience, that this amazing journey of
personal growth will empower you to discover your unique gifts, talents, passions and
purpose. I hope you enjoy this journey and live with confidence to be yourself, believe in
yourself and live your dreams!
Throughout our lives, we are likely be faced with challenges, including life events,
decisions to be made, external pressures from peers and society as well as internal
pressure from our own self that may be confusing at times. I have come to see these
challenges as opportunities to grow, learn and discover what is truly important and
valuable in life. For me, these include meaningful friendships and family relationships,
doing what makes me happy, making a difference in others’ lives, accepting and loving
myself as I am and nurturing myself for a healthy, strong and vibrant body, mind, and
spirit.
There is a light inside of you that is always there, supporting you to shine and be your
true self. I want you to know that who you are right now is perfect!
I am truly grateful for your courageous heart and soul as you take the steps toward
learning more about yourself as you blossom into womanhood! You are a very powerful,
unique and beautiful person, inside and out. You can live your life right now, so that it is
the most amazing, meaningful and magical life you could ever dream of!
You may know what you love to do and what your natural talents are or you may not. You
may have dreams and aspirations or you may not. Wherever you are at right here and
now is perfect and is exactly where you need to be! Everyone is different and you are an
amazing person, being uniquely you. Even though we may not have met yet, I want you
to know that I have such a special place for you in my heart.

I created this playbook for you to have fun with and to support and guide you by sharing
information and every day tips and suggestions to explore the beautiful inner world of
yourself and help you discover and appreciate the amazing person you are! I call it a
playbook because I made it to be fun, playful and explorative for you. I welcome you to
print this out and use what you feel called to from this playbook. Feel free to use more or
less space than I have provided.
The questions and activities in this playbook are here to help you connect with what
makes your heart sing and to support you to know how truly amazing you are and to
always follow your heart.
I encourage you to follow your dreams, no how big or small you may think they are.
I know you can do anything you dedicate you heart and mind to!

With Love,

GABRIELLE GOLDKLANG

Dreaming & creating
our world into being
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From the wisdom of Indigenous cultures, it is
said that from our thoughts and imagination
we create our reality. We are very powerful
beings. What we think and how we feel holds
so much power. How exciting is it that through
the power of our thoughts, we get to actively
participate in creation itself and create our
world into being?!
Buddha stated, ‘We are what we think,
everything we are arises from thoughts. With
our thinking we create the world.’
Knowing this empowers us to be aware of
and take responsibility for our thoughts,
feelings, words and actions. Remember...
you are powerful! While facing difficult
situations in your life, remember that you
always have a choice to create a heroic and
positive relationship with them, rather than a
disempowering story of suffering.
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Some thing to ponder
and explore..

So, knowing that you are the powerful creator of your
current reality, I invite you to take the time to imagine
yourself living your most ideal and perfect life. Ask
yourself these questions and record your thoughts...
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How do I want to feel when I wake up?

How do I want to feel throughout the day?

How do I want my ideal day to look like?

What type of relationships with friends, family
and my partner do I wish to have?

How do I want my life to look like?

You may not know what you want your life to look like
or you may have an instant answer. Know that there
is no ‘wrong’ or ‘right’ answer, and your answers may
change frequently. With a clear and strong mind and
heart and belief in yourself and your capabilities, you
can live the life you wish to live!
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What is a passion and
how do I find mine?
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Do you remember what you loved doing when
you were around seven years old? In ancient,
Indigenous cultures, from a young age, children
had mentors, wise and trusted teachers and
elders close by supporting them as they grew
and encouraging them to continue doing what
it was they love. If someone in the village would
see that a girl was painting quite often, the girl
would be paired with an older wise woman who
was a painter. The experienced painter would
help train and guide the girl, nourishing her skills
and abilities, supporting and encouraging the
girls unique expression of her gifts, supporting
her to be the best she can be, without any
pressure or judgment.
Wherever you are reading this from and whatever
it is that you enjoy, I want you to know that I
believe in you and I encourage you to always
follow your heart!
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What makes your
heart sing?!
I feel GREAT when I am…(This could be
a passion of yours, an interest or a hobby,
an activity that you enjoy doing, certain
people you hang out with, learning
about a certain something…)
1.

2.

3.

4.

5.
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What are you
curious about?
What are things that interest you? What are you
reading and searching for online?
What are you curious
to explore and learn more about???
1.

2.

3.

4.

5.

Loving your
beautiful self
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I Love my..
I LOVE my…(This could be an awesome
characteristic about yourself, a part of your body,
something about your mind or spirit,
a family member, a friend, pet, neighbour...)
1.

2.

3.

4.

5.
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Who do you admire? Who is a positive role model
in your life? What are the genuine qualities in this
person that you like? (This could be more
than one person, alive or not.
You could have met this person or not...)
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Who inspires you?
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I am inspired by...

because...

You are so special and talented!
My proudest moment is when I (What is your proudest
accomplishment?)...

What makes you special and unique?
My favorite personality traits about myself: (What do you
notice about yourself? What do others notice about the type of
individual you are? This could be anything from being creative,
funny, intelligent, energetic, gentle, thoughtful, kind, honest,
or your special skills and talents..)

1.

2.

3.

4.

5.

Your body is beautiful! Your body is precious, sacred
and powerful. Your body is changing, growing and
transforming...
As your go through your teenage years, your body is going
through a lot of changes. Adapting to these dramatic changes
can sometimes be difficult. It may be confusing or it may not be.
Along with your body changing so are your hormones and your
brain. Your moods and emotions may be swinging up and down
and all of what you are feeling will change again and again.
If you are feeling a lack of confidence or uncomfortable in your
body, there are steps you can take and rituals you can do to feel
empowered and gain the confidence to feel amazing and comfortable in your body.
Your body does so much for you to keep you alive and well! The
more you give your body attention, care and appreciation, the
more it can function at its most optimum.
Contemplate all the things your body does for you and what you
love about your body.

My favorite things
I love about my body:
1.

2.

3.

4.

5.
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Strong, Clear
& Healthy Mind
Your mind is just as important and
powerful as your body. To live a healthy,
happy life it is essential to care for
your mind and mental wellbeing. As
you grow and change at a very fast
rate throughout your teenage years
you may be facing mental pressures,
stress, anxiety, feelings of being down
or depression. If you are often feeling
down and depressed it is best to seek
professional help of a therapist or
psychologist.
During your teenage years, your brain is
still developing. Your prefrontal cortex is
not yet fully developed until around the
age of 25. This is the area of your brain
for decision making, complex problem
solving and emotions. So it normal to be
making impulsive decisions and feeling
highly charged emotions. Just like
your body, your mind takes care of you
and it is important to take care of your
magnificent, beautiful mind.
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Breathing practice to help you relax
Being aware of and focusing on your breath is a very powerful tool
to help you feel relaxed and comfortable wherever you are and in
whatever situation you may be in.
If you are in a situation and you are feeling highly emotional,
perhaps angry or frustrated, try stopping what you are doing and
taking three deep breaths. Write in your journal, punch a pillow or
go for a walk if this helps. Then, from a more calm place you can
approach the person or situation.
Here is a simple practice that can help you feel relaxed. You can
do this pretty much anywhere; in your room or it may be nice
to be outside, preferably somewhere quiet. It is nice if you have
someone slowly read this aloud to you or you can read and record
this and play it back to yourself.
Step 1: Sit or lie down so that you are comfortable. Gently close
your eyes. Begin to pay attention to your breath. Notice any
sensations on your body; warmth, coolness, tension, openness,
tingling…whatever you notice, do your best to be ok with it as it is.
Sep 2: Rest your palms face up or place one hand over your heart
and one hand below your belly button, if this helps you feel
connected with yourself. If your mind starts to wander and have
thoughts, that’s ok, do your best bring your focus back to your
breath.
Step 3: Take deep breaths. On the inhale, imagine a golden white
light coming down through the top of your head and filling your
body with its gentle warmth. Using your imagination and breath,
you can send this light to any place that may feel a bit tense.
Breathe deeply on the inhale, by filling your belly up with air,
then your ribs and chest.
Step 4: On the exhale, exhale through your mouth, making any
sound or sigh if you wish to. Imagine any tension or anxiety leaving
your mind and body and falling back to the Earth.
Do this practice for a few minutes or longer. You can stay here as
long as you like. When you are ready, remember to breathe deeply,
gently stretch and slowly open your eyes. Notice how you feel.

Gratitude List
What is gratitude?
Gratitude is a feeling of thanks or appreciation. Saying what
you are grateful for may be a challenging task, or it may not
be. Writing down or speaking what you are grateful for is very
powerful and can easily bring more joy into your life as well
as more things to be grateful for! It is important to remember
that no matter what you may be going through, there are
always things to be grateful for.
For example…I am so grateful for... my heart that beats and
keep me alive, the sun, the rain, the trees, the ocean, my
friends and family, fresh fruit salad, my dogs, art, music, my
Science teacher, my favorite book, my cozy bed...
What are you GRATEFUL for?
I am grateful for....
1.

2.

3.

4.

5.

Positive Affirmations
A positive affirmation is a statement that we repeat to
ourselves to believe and feel it to be the truth. By consistently
saying these affirmations to yourself, overtime they can
overwrite any limiting or negative beliefs you may have about
yourself and help boost your confidence and self esteem and
instill in you just how amazing you truly are!
Some examples of positive affirmations are..
‘I feel confident.’
‘I feel relaxed.’
‘I feel comfortable in my own skin.’
‘I look after myself, eat healthy foods and get an adequate
amount of sleep.’
‘I am so beautiful! Inside and out.’
‘I love my body.’
‘I am strong and courageous.’
‘I believe in myself!’
‘I value and respect myself.’
Activity
1. Get out a pen or something you like to write with.
2. Fill the affirmation page, which is after this page, with
positive affirmations to say out loud to yourself everyday.
3. You can fill the page with as many positive affirmations as
you like or one or a few.
4. Tape your affirmation page to your mirror. Each time you
look into the mirror, say these affirmations out loud. (It makes
a big difference if you say these while looking at yourself in the
mirror!)
You can place your hands on your heart while you speak to feel
the power and truth of these words.
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I hope you have enjoyed this Playbook! You can always come
back to it, read it, change your answers and use these activities
for a boost of encouragement, clarity and confidence!
Know that you are so loved and valued for the unique and
incredible person you are!

Keep shining beautiful!
With love,
xo

Gabrielle Goldklang
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gabrielle@girlwisdom.net
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